Abstract. The method to reduce the non-linear strength (curvature)of non-linear regression model was studied in this paper. Firstly, the reference point of the non-linear strength was analyzed. Based on the definition of curvature cubic matrix, a computing method of curvature cubic matrix was proposed based on the Cholesky disassembling. Then the common ways to reduce the non-linear strength was also discussed. Pointed at some common non-linear models in real engineering applications, such as non-linear models used for multiple-measurement and mutual-calibration of different instruments, or non-linear models prior information, a new least square method with weight was given, which can evidently reduce the curvature of these multi-structure non-linear regression models, therefore evidently reduce the non-linear strength. Finally, the Numerical simulation results were given to validate the effectiveness and feasibility of this weighted least square method. The method to reduce the non-linear strength (curvature) of non-linear regression model was studied in this paper. Firstly, the reference point of the non-linear strength was analyzed. Based on the definition of curvature cubic matrix, a computing method of curvature cubic matrix was proposed based on the Cholesky disassembling. Then the common ways to reduce the non-linear strength was also discussed. Pointed at some common non-linear models in real engineering applications, such as non-linear models used for multiple-measurement and mutual-calibration of different instruments, or non-linear models with prior informations, a new least square method with weight was given, which can evidently reduce the curvature of these multi-structure non-linear regression models, therefore evidently reduce the non-linear strength. Finally, the Numerical simulation results ware given to validated the effectiveness and feasibility of this weighted least square method.
Introduction
Because of the complexity of non-linear function, currently the parameter estimate of non-linear regression mainly solved by linear approximating. The precision of the estimate result rests with the approximate level with linear model .That is the. Beale put forward the measurement of non-linear strength firstly in [1] . Bates and Watts defined inherent curvature and parameter effect curvature in 1980 [2] . Their definition applied successfully. Document [3] put forward the concept of curvature cubic matrix. We are investigating how to reduce curvature of non-linear model.
Definition
Non-linear regression usually can be expressed as ,
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From this easily get L and D. BecauseV is symmetry positive definite matrix, disassembling it as Cholesky disassembling theory, The discussion about the existence and superiority of the optimal weighting can be referred to document [5] .
Example
Grow model is the most wide applied model in agriculture biological economy chemical. 
Conclusion
The curvature of Gompertz model is larger than the one of Holliday model. The curvature of Holliday model is very small. It explains that the Holliday model is close to linear model. The estimate result also displayed that Holliday model is more accurate than Gompertz model. The curvature of multi structure is nearly zero. It shows that multi-structure model can use all information fully to get precise least-square estimate. The method with optimal weight can get litter curvature than traditional treatment. The least square with weight can get more precise result.
